ACTIVITIES Week One: Taking Flight

ACTIVITY 3: BATTLE OF THE BEAKS

Simulation and snack food:
Candy Swedish Fish
Gummy worms

OVERVIEW:
Members play a simulation game to learn about bird beak
adaptations, specifically how the shape of a bird’s beak
enables them to eat certain foods. They use everyday
tools that represent different bird beaks as they try to eat

Puffed rice cereal
Sunflower seeds and/or walnuts with and
without shells
Styrofoam pieces
Uncooked rice
Clear bottle or tall glass filled with red-colored drink

various foods.

OBJECTIVE:

Other items for stations and snack:
1 cup for each member

To help Club members learn about adaptations as they

1 large plate

discover how bird beaks are adapted to eat specific types

2 medium-sized bowls

of food.

2 large bowls
Cotton hand towel or large sponge

RECOMMENDED NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:
5-20

TIME REQUIREMENT:
50 minutes

LOCATION:
Indoors

MATERIALS NEEDED:
Simulation tools:
Toothpicks

Drink for snack
Timer, whistle or bell to signal when to
change stations

HANDOUTS:
Results: Battle of the Beaks

LINKS TO RESOURCES:
Project BEAK is an interactive, web-based curriculum
that contains information about bird beak adaptations,
bird watching and conservation. The website includes
videos and interactive games, including a bird beak
adaptation game: http://projectbeak.org

Large slotted spoons
Eyedroppers (Ask pharmacy to donate.)
Small cooking strainers

KEY TERMS:
Adaptation: As used in this activity, a body part or a

Tweezers

behavior that helps animals survive and function better

Chopsticks

in their environment.

Nutcrackers or pliers
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WARM WELCOME: (2 minutes)
•

•

Greet each Club member by name as they enter

Introductory comments:
•

Before beginning the main activity, review the

your program area.

Group Agreements by asking: Does everyone

Engage in meaningful conversation with youth.

commit to upholding the Group Agreements?
Is there anything we should add? Is there
anyone new who still needs to commit to the

COMMUNITY BUILDER: What’s Your Lyric? (8 Minutes)
•

Have members form a circle.

•

Explain to members that they are going to do an
emotional check-in.

•

Ask members to describe how they are feeling
today using a line or two from a song. Continue
until everyone has shared.

Agreements?
•

looking beaks that help some birds get food.
•

•

End by discussing how birds have unique songs,
and some people can identify birds just by hearing
their songs (See Extensions for a bird song game.)

Tell members that they are going to discover crazy

Stamp or sign The Ultimate Journey Passport for
each member, and recite The Ultimate Journey
Pledge.

Step-by-step process:
Step 1
Start with a snack that includes the edible food that will be

MAIN ACTIVITY: Battle of The Beaks (30 minutes)
Before you start:
•

Set-up the seven stations as described in the

used in the simulation. For example, each member can get
a cup with candy, puffed rice cereal, sunflower seeds and
walnuts. Note: Consider providing additional snack items
due to member allergies or other dietary restrictions.

Battle of the Beaks chart. Place the corresponding
simulation tool by the station. Choose two
additional tools and set them by each station. This
is done so members can try a variety of tools to
determine which one works best for each food.
Depending on the number of members, you may
want to set-up duplicates of the stations.
•

Review the Variation: Battle of the Beaks
Competition and the Extensions.

•
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adaptations (Answer: Physical feature or behavior that
helps an animal survive.) Explain that animals have adapted
over time to fit the needs of their environments. For
example, over millions of years, birds have evolved very
specialized beaks that help them eat certain foods.

Preview the website in the Links to Resources
section.

•

As members eat their snacks, ask them to define animal

Now ask members to think of birds that have unusual
beaks that have been adapted to eat certain foods. Take
time to let them share what they know. Inform them that
the type of beak gives a good clue to what the bird eats.

If your group has not already done the Build

Some are designed for opening seeds, while others are

Your Group Agreements Lesson Plan from the

designed for catching fish or eating small animals. Because

Implementation Guide, build time into your

birds have no teeth, they either swallow the food whole, or

schedule to do so.

bite, crack or tear it into pieces with their beaks.
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Step 2

Step 3

Discuss how beaks are similar to tools. Beaks help make the

Go over the following rules before members begin the

work of gathering food and eating it easier. For example,

simulation.

a long-pointed beak like a woodpecker’s is similar to a

Rules:

wedge. The wedge makes it easier to poke a hole in a tree

1. Have members predict which tool (beak) at each

to look for insects and worms. A cardinal’s beak is similar

station will be the most successful. They can use

to pliers and is used to pinch and crack seeds. Some birds,

the Results: Battle of the Beaks chart to record

such as crows, have a multipurpose beak that enables them

their predictions, results and observations.

to eat many kinds of food, much like a Swiss army knife is a

2. Each member should experience using each tool to

multifunctional tool.
Now ask members if birds use their beaks for anything

get the food at each station.
3. When members are done with their turns, they
should replace the food as they found it. DO NOT

besides eating. Let members know that birds use their

EAT THE FOOD AT THE STATIONS.

beaks to weave nests, defend their territory, attack
competitors, groom feathers and to communicate.

4. Have members rotate to each station. To be
courteous, members should rotate who starts first
at the various stations.

Explain that they are going to do an activity to discover
how different types of bird beaks are used to gather and
eat specific foods.

Reflection and Recognition: (5 minutes)
Reflection:
Once everyone has finished, reflect on the activity using the

Facilitator Note:
•

•

•

Divide members into groups so there is an
equal number starting at each station.
Give each member about 30 seconds to try a
tool, then give a signal for them to swap tools.
They should pass their tool to the next person
in the group.
Once everyone in the group has had a turn
using all the tools, tell members to rotate to
the next the station.

questions below:
•

What bird food was represented at each station?
(See the Results: Battle of the Beaks chart for
the answers.)

•

What bird might eat this food? How are bird
beaks like tools? Which tools (beaks) were best for
picking up which food sources?

Members should understand that beaks come in many
sizes and shapes and vary because of the different jobs
they do. They should also understand that bird beaks are
excellent examples of how animals have adapted to their
environments over time.
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Reflection:
Give a shout-out or acknowledge in another way:

signal, they must compete for as much of that food
resource as they can with their “beaks”.

•

Group members who were polite and courteous to
their partner

•

Group members who listened well and actively
participated

Remind members that their survival depends on their
ability to gather food. Give the signal, then allow
each group 10 seconds to “feed”. All food must go
into their “stomach” (cups).

Closing: (5 minutes)
•

Ask members to return materials to designated areas.

•

Ask if everyone knows where they’ll be going next,
and make sure they’re clear about instructions and
expectations.

•

After 10 seconds, give the signal to stop. Have
members tell which beak (tool) was most successful
in gathering that type of food.

•

Repeat the procedure for each station, so members
get to try each one.

EXTENSIONS:

ASSESSMENT:
Members should be able to define animal adaptation and
relate how animal beaks resemble certain human tools.

Make Bird Beak Masks: Use construction paper, scissors,
tape, string and a hole punch.

Variation: Battle of The Beaks Competition

Make a Birdfeeder: Check online for a variety of easy-tomake birdfeeders out of items, such as milk cartons, tin pie
plates, pinecones and so forth.

•

•

Distribute one type of “beak” (tool) to each
member, instructing youth to hold it in one hand
and place the other hand behind their back. Place a
“stomach” (empty cup) in front of each of member.
Place one station with its corresponding food in the
center of each group. Instruct members that, at your

Make a Bird Nest: Use materials provided, such as string,
yarn, twigs, grass and glue. An alternative is to build an
edible bird nest out of items, such as Chow Mein noodles,
thin pretzel sticks, peanut butter (glue), jelly beans (bird
eggs) and so forth.

Simulation Stations
Bird

Beak Type

Food the Bird
Actually Eats

H
Long, narrow
beak that protects
their long, tubular
tongue; used
to extract nectar

u m m i

Simulation
Food

n g b i

Nectar from
flowers

Broad, flat bill
for straining
food out of a
body of water
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Small insects,
animals and
plants

Station

Eyedropper

Colored water in
a bottle with
narrow opening

Small Strainer
used in cooking

Puffed rice
cereal floating
in a bowl
of water

r d

Colored water

D u c

Simulation
Bird Beak
Tool

k

Puffed rice cereal
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Simulation Stations
Bird

Food the Bird
Actually Eats

Beak Type

S

p a r r o w ,

Short, coneshaped beak
for cracking
seeds open

Seeds, grains,
berries, insects

H

Large, pouched
beak used to
scoop up fish
in water

W a r
Short, slender,
tweezer-like
beak for eating
seeds from
ground and tree

E g r e

n

i

l i c

Worms and other
small animals that
live in mud and
sand

b l

e

a

r ,

Mainly insects
and spiders
hidden under the
bark of a tree

I

b i

Candy gummy
worms

N u

l

Nutcracker
or pliers

Seeds in shell
on a plate

Chopstick

A bowl of water
with Swedish
Fish candy in it

Large slotted
spoon

A large bowl of
water with
Styrofoam pieces
floating in it

Toothpick

Bowl of bread
crumbs or rice
with gummy
worms buried in it

n

Styrofoam pieces

p e ,

n a

Station

t

Swedish Fish
candy

Fish

S

a r d i

Walnuts or
sunflower seeds
in the shell

Fish, frogs

P e

Long beak for
probing in mud
and water to
find food

C

a r o n ,

Long, dagger-like
bill for
spearing and
grasping food

Simulation
Bird Beak
Tool

Simulation
Food

t

h

Uncooked rice

s

a t c h

Tweezers

Uncooked rice
sprinkled on a
towel or sponge
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Results: Battle of the Beaks
Station

What bird
food
is this?

Water in a bottle/glass
with narrow opening

Puffed rice floating
in a bowl of water

Seeds in shell
on a plate

A bowl of water
with “fish” in it

A large bowl of water
with Styrofoam pieces
floating in it
Bowl of bread crumbs
or rice with “worms”
buried in it

Rice sprinkled on a
towel or sponge
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What tool
might work
best?

What tool
actually
works best?

My
observations

